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N akajima,N. 
The stability properties of high-n ballooning 
modes and their relationship to low-n modes 
has been examined in an L == 2/ M == 10 he-
liotron/torsatron; here, L and M are the po-
larity and the toroidal pitch number of the 
helical coils, respectively. The exact incom-
pressible high-n ballooning mode equation was 
solved in the covering space ( 'ljJ, rJ, a) for three-
dimensional equilibria, where 1/J and a are the 
flux surface and the magnetic field line labels, 
respectively, and rJ is the coordinate along the 
magnetic field line (-co < rJ < oo ). In he-
liotron/torsatron systems, the eigenvalues w2 
are a function of 1/J ' ek, and a, with ek the 
radial wave number from the eikonal analysis, 
whereas in a tokamak plasma the eigenvalues 
are not functions of a. Thus, the properties of 
high-n ballooning modes in heliotron/ torsatron 
systems are mainly clarified by the magnetic 
field line dependence of their eigenvalues w 2 • 
In a heliotron/torsatron system with a large 
Shafra.nov shift, at relatively low-,8 values the 
large Shafra.nov shift reduces or cancels the sta-
bilizing effect due to the local magnetic shear 
at the outer side of the torus, even in the region 
where the global magnetic shear is stellarator-
like, and when strong compression of the flux 
surfaces due to the Shafranov shift enhances 
the secular stabilizing part of the local shear 
at the outer side of the torus, while strong flux 
surface decompression reduces it at the inner 
side. The superposition of these effects leads 
to significant suppression of the stabilizing ef-
fects due to the perpendicular wave number 
within the first poloidal period along the mag-
netic field line, and enhancement at lrJI == 21r. 
Broad pressure profiles lead to a highly 
Mercier-unstable equilibrium, with the max-
imum pressure gradient located within the 
Mercier-unstable region. In contrast, peaked 
pressure profiles lead to a slightly Mercier-
unstable or completely Mercier-stahle equilib-
rium, with the maximum pressure gradient lo-
cated within the Mercier stable region. Thus, 
it is easier for high-n ballooning modes to occur 
in equilibria with broad pressure profiles than 
in equilibria with peaked pressure profiles. In 
other words, the ,8 value at which high-n modes 
occur in an equilibrium with a broad pressure 
profile is lower than that in an equilibrium with 
a peaked pressure profile. 
In highly Mercier-unstable equilibria with 
broad pressure profiles, the high-n balloon-
ing modes are destabilized before the stabi-
lizing effects within a single poloidal period 
along a field line are much suppressed by the 
Shafranov shift. Here, high-n modes have 
an extended interchange-like structure along a 
magnetic field line. Although the destabiliz-
ing effects have a strong dependence on the 
magnetic field line (i.e., a-dependence) at the 
outer side of the torus due to the helicity of 
the external coil system, the extended struc-
ture of the eigenmodes along the field line re-
laxes the a-dependence to such an extent that 
near marginal stability, high-n modes become 
tokamak-like, with eigenvalues w2 ,...., w2( 1/J, ek), 
where 'ljJ and ek are the flux surface label and 
the radial wave number, respectively. 
In contrast, in a slightly Mercier-unstable 
or completely Mercier-stahle equilibrium, cre-
ated by a peaked pressure profile like that used 
in standard stability analyses or normally ob-
served in CHS experiments,8 the high-n bal-
looning modes are destabilized after the sta-
bilizing effects within a single poloidal pe-
riod along a magnetic field line are sufficiently 
suppressed by the Shafranov shift. Thus, 
these modes are highly localized within one 
poloidal period, and this leads to such a 
strong a-dependence that the level surfaces 
for w2 ( 1/J, ek, a) (~ 0) become spheroidal in 
( 'lj;, ek, a) space . . Highly localized modes like 
these with the spheroidal level surfaces for w2 
never connect to low-mode-number modes. In 
configuration space, these modes are so highly 
localized within each toroidal pitch of the heli-
cal coils that they may experience significant fi-
nite Larmor radius stabilization, which will be 
considered in the near future for modes with 
spheroidal level surfaces of the eigenvalues. 
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